I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

SUCCESSFUL use of biomarkers to accurately monitor changes in health requires differences to be consistently measured in clinical settings. To be reliably used, however, the end-to-end system of measurement and the subsequent post-processing should be accurately characterized to assure that prospective biomarkers are robust to variability introduced at every stage. An accurate accounting of system-wide variance can maximize the use of intrinsic physiological differences, highlight specific sources of variance, and predict the performance of biomarkers in clinical environments. Here we report our effort to characterize the sensitivity of biomarkers reported previously in [@ref1] from in vivo magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), by measuring their change when key post-acquisitional processing parameters are varied. Our work provides a foundation for comprehensive statistical modeling that can forecast and predict overall system performance as well as identify the sensitivities of prospective biomarkers through targeted trade studies. Efforts in other disciplines have capitalized on defining parameterized, end-to-end models [@ref2], [@ref3] and have become critical components for advancing technologies from demonstrations to implemented systems.

A.. Clinical Translation of MRS {#sec1a}
-------------------------------

Magnetic resonance imaging has been widely used for clinical diagnosis by providing a non-invasive and non-ionizing method of visualizing body tissue structure and the alterations brought about by disease. More recently, advanced MR techniques have provided additional functional information, particularly in the brain, yielding measures of diffusion, blood flow, and metabolism. Specifically, MRS has been demonstrated to provide a non-invasive means of measuring brain biochemistry and by doing so provides a "virtual biopsy" to monitor a range of neurological diseases such as brain cancer, Alzheimer\'s disease, brain injury, and chronic pain [@ref4]. Most importantly, the biochemical changes observed by MRS often precede morphological and other functional changes, thus providing earlier diagnosis and more effective therapeutic monitoring [@ref5]. In clinical practice, changes in the spectral pattern or semi-quantitative approaches are used [@ref6]. While the current approach is effective for diseases with gross metabolic changes, such as brain tumors [@ref7], it is less effective for more subtle metabolic changes that occur in diseases such as schizophrenia [@ref8], autism [@ref9], and concussion [@ref10]. In these neurological disorders, improvements in sensitivity would have a significant impact on the diagnostic use of MRS. Therefore, there is an important need to comprehensively understand how the tools for measurement and analysis can expose and manage these small differences for clinical implementation.

In this study, we have focused on a specific neurological condition: chronic pain in spinal cord injury (SCI). Recent studies have shown that SCI patients suffer from a high incidence of chronic pain after their injury [@ref11]. Numerous studies have shown neurochemical alterations in chronic pain using MRS, such as increases in glutamate (Glu) and gamma-amino butyric acid (GABA) [@ref12]. One of the primary objectives in understanding the central mechanism of SCI-related pain is the delineation of the differences in neurochemistry between those individuals with and without spinal cord injury to identify biomarkers to better understand the underlying pathophysiological changes that occur in this disorder.

B.. Post-Acquisitional Processing Approaches {#sec1b}
--------------------------------------------

Post-acquisitional processing of MRS signals consists of the algorithms applied to individual MRS signals, whereby different distortions are successively removed from signals and biomarkers are identified to enable a numerical inference on one signal or between two or more cohorts. Jiru [@ref13] published a review of a subset of algorithms that comprise post-acquisitional processing for MRS signals, describing the origin of the distortion to be mitigated as well as some of the technical approaches used for corrections. The wide range of effects of post-acquisitional processing for biological material was described in [@ref14].

The key analytical post-acquisitional processing platforms for MRS have focused on operations enabling the estimate of absolute and relative chemical concentrations from individual signals, where the two main approaches are time-domain and frequency-domain methods. Time domain methods have the advantage of easily managing missing data points [@ref15] as well as affording greater flexibility to the model function adopted in contrast to frequency domain methods [@ref16]. Frequency domain methods have the advantage of being naturally suited to frequency selective analysis which can reduce the number of model parameters, hence reducing computational demands.

A popular technique for time-domain analysis is MRUI-AMARES [@ref17], [@ref18] (Magnetic Resonance User Interface using Advanced Method for Accurate, Robust and Efficient Spectral fitting), an interactive, time-domain method which fits a parameterized model function to the data by minimizing a cost function [@ref19]. AMARES is typically preceded by algorithms to mitigate distortions. Another time-domain approach in MRUI, frequently used, is HSVD [@ref20] which performs a subspace-based inversion of individual MRS spectra to recover the least-squares-based estimates of resonance parameters, presumably also following the application of algorithms to remove different distortions. The most popular frequency-domain technique is LCModel (Linear Combination Model) [@ref21] which uses a linear combination of model spectral basis sets composed of individual metabolites to fit in vivo data in the frequency domain. In contrast to AMARES, LCModel does not utilize algorithms before its application to eliminate distortions, choosing instead to estimate key values during optimization. Many of these inference techniques are accompanied by Cramer-Rao bounds to provide an overall measure of the precision of the algorithm, but they do not fold in broader dependencies, such as preceding algorithms or model-order selection.

While there are inherent differences in the mathematical approaches used by these parameter estimation algorithms, there are also major user-oriented issues as well. It is likely that these practical issues have driven the popularity of LCModel, which requires the selection of an appropriate basis set (dependent on the data acquisition parameters such as field strength, echo time, localization sequence) and optional loading of the FID with a water reference. Although there is the possibility for additional user interaction, little more is required for obtaining relative metabolite concentrations from in vivo MRS data. The drawback to such a method is that less is known about what specific post-processing routines were employed to obtain those measurements. In contrast, MRUI-AMARES is interactive, allowing the user full control over all the post-processing routines. The drawback to this level of detail is that it requires user input at each step, which results in user-dependencies that can lead to greater variability of measurements [@ref22], [@ref23]. Moreover, there can be a number of issues regarding the sensitivity of the results from these approaches due to a variety of user-determined parameters, such as the number of resonance modes in the models, the number of spectra in basis sets, prior knowledge, etc.

C.. Previous Efforts {#sec1c}
--------------------

We build upon earlier attempts to gauge the sensitivity of MRS measurements to different factors. The effect of different amounts of prior knowledge and windowing was previously explored by [@ref24] to determine how different factors affect the precision of quantitation for 15 metabolites when recorded from repeated scans collected successively from a single subject. The quantitation was undertaken using a non-linear fitting algorithm and demonstrated that changes in processing techniques at different stages, as well as different amounts of prior knowledge, yielded different mean values and standard deviations for estimates of metabolite concentrations. For many chemical biomarkers and processing stages, the differences were statistically significant. Further, the inaccurate modeling of resonances outside the spectral regions of interest could negatively impact estimates of concentration within the region of interest. Similarly, the application of rectangular and exponential windows of different lengths to the time series demonstrated significant changes to estimates of metabolite levels. Subsequent efforts [@ref25] demonstrated an increase in precision when field-specific prior knowledge was utilized, but significant differences were observed during different acquisition conditions, and optimal parameter values for windowing and model function selection remained unspecified.

Kreis addressed issues of spectral quality in proton MR spectroscopy by examining the relative utility of different definitions of signal quality, namely SNR, in time-domain as well as frequency domain, as part of a broader attempt to characterize a variety of artifacts in different stages of MRS acquisition and processing [@ref26]. More importantly, an initial attempt was made to categorize and concatenate the different sources of error that are encountered during absolute chemical quantitation, ranging from hardware, acquisition, and processing and analysis. Somorjai [@ref27] demonstrated the sensitivity of classification accuracy to post-acquisitional processing, and in particular to strategies for normalization of spectra. He further demonstrated the importance of considering how MRS spectra are processed after acquisition, albeit with ex vivo brain tissue samples [@ref28], with a conclusion that the mathematical normalization of MRS spectra greatly affects classification performance.

Assessments of quantitation precision based on baseline removal were investigated by Elster and colleagues [@ref29] where they used semi-parametric models as a mechanism to address uncertainty in making quantitative measurements with MRS. They also addressed efforts to improve Cramer-Rao bounds when using metabolite basis sets to avoid overly optimistic estimates of precision [@ref30]. Sorensen [@ref31] evaluated MRS in comparison to other imaging modalities for its comparative effectiveness as a cancer imaging biomarker both for diagnosis as well as for evaluating response-to-therapy. The conclusion was that the lack of standardization, and the resulting lack of reproducibility, has limited its acceptance, and that significant effort is required to determine the precise technique to be used as well as how it should be utilized in a clinical setting.

Our goal is to numerically assess the sensitivity of MRS biomarkers to processing algorithms and parameters and thereby add rigor to biomarker discovery and validation. To achieve this goal we employ a unique and novel algorithmic platform by which analyses of spectra can be undertaken to identify differences between two or more groups and thus gauge the sensitivity of these differences. Algorithms at each stage of processing are parameterized and enable performance comparisons over ranges of values. The platform can also extract both pattern recognition-based and model-based features that provide complementary approaches to interpreting MRS data.

We reported preliminary results of biomarker sensitivity to different parameter values for water resonance removal in [@ref32]. This paper significantly expands on that effort by also considering baseline removal algorithms, as well as their interaction. We also quantify the impact of optimizing post-processing algorithm parameter values on classification rates.

II.. Methods and Procedures {#sec2}
===========================

A.. Participants and Recruitment {#sec2a}
--------------------------------

Here we use the same data set previously reported [@ref1] to investigate a completely separate, but equally important, topic: how the sensitivity of different stages of post-acquisitional processing affects biomarker discovery and clinical translation. The participants in [@ref1] consisted of two groups, a SCI group $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$({\rm SD}=59.7)~({\rm p}>0.05)$\end{document}$. Exclusion criteria for the SCI-group included incomplete SCI and/or tetraplegia, history of psychopathology, previous pain syndromes prior to their injury, epilepsy, or the presence of non MR-compatible devices. Other information, such as history of traumatic brain injury (TBI), current metallic implants and medications were also recorded to standardize result reporting. The study had Institutional Review Board approval and had the equivalence of HIPPA compliance.

B.. Magnetic Resonance {#sec2b}
----------------------

MR spectra were acquired on a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio scanner (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany), equipped with a standard quadrature head coil. Localizer images were initially acquired in three orthogonal planes (transverse, sagittal, and coronal) and were used for placing the collection voxel within the discrete anatomic locations of the left thalamus (THA). MR spectra were acquired using the stimulated echo acquisition mode method with single volume selection (TR/TE 3000/20 ms; 2048 FID points, bandwidth 2 kHz; 6 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm B}_{0}$\end{document}$-field mapping technique supplied by the vendor (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) were performed, followed by manual adjustment of zero-order shim gradients to achieve a resulting peak width of water at half-maximum that was 16 Hz or better for all voxels. The WET-technique was used to selectively suppress the water component of each FID signal [@ref33].

C.. Theory {#sec2c}
----------

In vivo MR spectroscopy signals of the brain are a superposition of the resonances from several brain metabolites, in addition to a variety of distortions and artifacts introduced during acquisition and from certain macromolecules. The classical model for MRS signals is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\Delta}t$\end{document}$ is the sampling rate [@ref20]. This linear model with Lorentzian line-shapes and Gaussian noise has been the basis for most model-based processing of MRS signals [@ref34].

D.. Algorithms {#sec2d}
--------------

We utilize a comprehensive suite of MRS biomarker discovery and statistical classification algorithms previously employed in [@ref1]. The overall processing pipeline architecture is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, consisting of consecutive stages of fully parameterized post-processing algorithms that serially mitigate distortions in MRS signals, followed by feature extraction, significance testing, feature selection, and classification algorithms. We examine two of the post-acquisitional processing steps, baseline removal and water resonance removal, to determine how sensitive prospective biomarkers are to changes in their respective parameter values. These steps were selected because both procedures utilized parameterized algorithms for mitigating distinct distortions. Additionally, the literature reflects little consensus on optimal ways of implementing or using these algorithms. The specific algorithms in each of these steps were the ones used in [@ref1], but the same methods for evaluating sensitivity can be adapted for any other algorithms. Fig. 1.Processing pipeline architecture describing steps of post-acquisitional processing for individual spectra as well as different types of feature extraction approaches. Cohorts of MRS measurements are subsequently analyzed with significance testing and feature selection to identify the best combination of features to be submitted to classification and cross-validation algorithms.

One of the main challenges facing the clinical translation of MRS is extracting features that are directly attributable to specific pathologies while also providing specificity between different disease states. As depicted in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we consider two complementary types of features. Model-based features are derived mathematically from differential equations describing magnetic resonance and are the estimated parameter values for specific chemical resonances (e.g., N-acetyl aspartate, creatine, choline, etc.) that comprise brain MRS spectra. Deviations in specific chemical concentrations have been associated with different types of brain injuries [@ref35] and neurodegeneration [@ref36].

Model-based features, however, can be limited in their ability to capture changes in all parts of the MRS spectrum, particularly in locations where chemical resonances are unassigned [@ref37]. An alternative is a machine learning-based approach that objectively evaluates consecutive, adjacent intervals in an entire MRS spectrum, independent of their proximity to major chemical resonances. Though the feature values do not directly correspond to specific chemical levels and are less attributable to neurophysiological changes, previous efforts have reported that combinations of features can be diagnostic [@ref38].

Since the publication of the results in [@ref1], the processing pipeline has been augmented to obtain greater accuracy in removing distortions and more flexibility in deriving features that can discriminate the two classes. As a consequence of these upgrades, the biomarkers and resulting effect sizes we examine here are not identical to those reported in [@ref1], although in many spectral intervals they are very similar. Nevertheless, our investigation utilizes the same core algorithms and the identical parameters used in [@ref1].

### 1.. Water Resonance Removal {#sec2d1}

Raw proton MR spectra of the brain contain a dominant water resonance structure whose intensity is multiple orders of magnitude larger than the brain metabolites that we are interested in analyzing. While most of the water signal is suppressed at time of acquisition using narrow band radiofrequency chemical-shift selective (CHESS) pulses followed by spoiling gradients, the actual degree of water suppression depends on in vivo shim and other factors. Hence, there is still a remaining water signal thus facilitating the need for a water removal algorithm. The processing pipeline implements a model-based water removal algorithm that estimates and removes the modes that comprise the resonance structure of water. The implementation described by [@ref20] exploits the state-space formalism for harmonic retrieval discussed in [@ref39]. For each individual FID, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 2.. Baseline Removal {#sec2d2}

Raw MR spectra exhibit a rolling baseline trend due to acquisition noise, as well as contributions from broadband resonance structures of lipids, macromolecules, and metabolites with low concentrations when using short echo time (TE) MRS. While long echo $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From a clinical perspective, water removal and baseline removal are important as they can significantly alter the appearance of the spectrum as well as subsequent estimates of chemical concentrations. In an ideal spectrum, the baseline should be flat with resonances resolved to the baseline and having no overlap with adjacent resonances, such that measurement of the peak area within a certain frequency would be selectively reflective of specific metabolites and is well-resolved to allow for integration of peak areas without spectral overlap. However, noise, macromolecules and lipids with short T2 relaxation times can induce broad resonances that affect the baseline, especially with short-echo time acquisitions as used in the data analyzed in this study. Establishing the appropriate baseline parameters can be challenging as the broad underlying lipid and macromolecular resonances may themselves be diagnostic and therefore aggressive removal of the baseline could potentially remove additional diagnostic biomarkers [@ref42]. Similarly, water removal methods are employed to analyze the metabolites that are close to the water resonance at 4.7 ppm such as myo-inositol and the secondary resonances of glutamate, glutamine, and creatine. If water is removed too aggressively, the concentrations of those metabolites can be underestimated and vice versa.

### 3.. Wavelet-Based Features {#sec2d3}

The wavelet-based feature extraction stage in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} that was utilized in [@ref1] is a wavelet decomposition technique based upon the well-known scaling and dilation equations that give rise to a basis:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$$\eqalignno{\phi\left(t\right)=&\, 2\sum c (k)\phi (2t-k)&{\hbox{(6)}}\cr\psi\left(t\right)=&\, 2\sum d (k)\phi (2t-k)&{\hbox{(7)}}\cr\psi_{a,b}\left(t\right)=&\,{{1}\over{\sqrt a}}\psi\left({{t-b}\over{a}}\right)&{\hbox{(8)}}}$$\end{document}$$ Here, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\left\{c,d\right\}$\end{document}$ are scaling and wavelet coefficient filter banks that operate upon a scaling function, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\phi (t)$\end{document}$, and corresponding wavelet function, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\psi (t)$\end{document}$. We utilized a Haar mother wavelet at a depth of 1. As shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, when used to transform a function, the Haar scaling functions can isolate local spectral amplitudes, while the wavelet functions can characterize local fluctuations. The original wavelet transform method described in [@ref1] was subsequently augmented as a stationary wavelet transform [@ref43], introducing significantly more features by retaining all integer translations of basis functions at every scale. Although the resulting transform is no longer orthonormal, the overcomplete decomposition permits localized differences to be more precisely isolated. Fig. 2.(a) Haar scaling function; (b) Haar wavelet function.

### 4.. Model-Based Features {#sec2d4}

In contrast to the wavelet-based features, model-based feature extraction based on HSVD [@ref20], [@ref39] were implemented to directly estimate the four parameters for each chemical resonance that comprises MRS spectra: resonance amplitudes, frequencies, decays, and phases. Spectral estimation algorithms capitalize upon idealized models of the linear superposition of different chemical resonances. When estimated resonances are matched across multiple spectra the mode parameters become features that can be tested to find differences between groups that indicate altered brain biochemistry.

Similar to the water removal algorithm, the model-based HSVD technique estimates a specified number of resonance structures across the entire spectral range by computing the singular value decomposition of the Hankel data matrix, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$X=USV^{H}$\end{document}$, of each individual FID and retaining the five leading columns of the left singular vector matrix, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$U_{5}$\end{document}$ and the right singular matrix, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$V_{S}^{H}$\end{document}$. The estimated model-based harmonic parameters for each of the five modes are obtained by performing a least-squares projection that maximizes the representation of the subspaces in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$V_{5}^{H}$\end{document}$ by a Vandermonde matrix representing the sampling of a harmonic process given by [(1)](#deqn1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Estimated resonance structures that are located within a tolerance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$({\pm}{\rm 0.1}~{\rm ppm})$\end{document}$ to major metabolite peaks are matched accordingly. Spectral estimation approaches can be sensitive to noise, however, and are not guaranteed to identify the same modes in different signals.

### 5.. Significance Testing {#sec2d5}

Candidate biomarkers are evaluated using a two-sided, equal variance (unpooled) student\'s t-test to compare the statistical significance of features $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$({\rm p}\leq 0.05)$\end{document}$ and to estimate corresponding effect sizes. To ensure that significant wavelet-based features in [@ref1] were not attributable to random noise effects, significant wavelet-based features were also required to exceed 5% of the NAA peak amplitude. For this analysis, no methods to correct for multiple comparisons were utilized, e.g., Bonferroni correction.

E.. Perturbation of Algorithm Parameters {#sec2e}
----------------------------------------

The results reported in [@ref1] provide a set of default algorithm parameters and default biomarkers that can be used as a reference point to determine the sensitivity of the reported biomarkers in terms of their statistical significance and their effect size as a function of parameters for water removal and baseline removal. [Table I](#table1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the default parameter values that were utilized for water removal and baseline removal in [@ref1] and the range of values that were considered for each parameter; the parameters in [Table I](#table1){ref-type="table"} correspond to those that appear above in the methods section. For each processing stage, the associated pair of parameters was varied and the statistical significance of resulting biomarkers was evaluated. A two-dimensional heatmap illustrates the resulting surface of statistical values generated by sweeping the parameters over a range of values detailed in [Table I](#table1){ref-type="table"}. The heatmaps are annotated to indicate the location of default parameter values (i.e., those used in [@ref1]) and the values that achieved the maximum and minimum significance levels and effect sizes. Table 1The default processing parameter value ranges and increments used to generate heatmap response surfaces of the water removal and baseline removal stages.Processing Parameter Value Ranges & IncrementsProcessing StageParameterDefault ValueMin ValueMax ValueIncrement\#of TrialsWater RemovalK10 terms515111Q±25 Hz560512Baseline Removalw101 spectral points512011016a0.150.050.40.058

In addition to analyzing individual processing stages in isolation, we investigated the composite sensitivity of both stages by varying the processing parameters of the baseline removal and water removal stages concurrently. We evaluated 16,896 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(11\times 12\times 16\times 8)$\end{document}$ total trials that span all possible parameter values across the combined four parameters of these two stages, shown in [Table I](#table1){ref-type="table"}, using a networked cluster of 32 CPU cores to achieve a feasible execution time. For the best and worst-performing trials, the parameter values, corresponding effect sizes, and percentage change in significance as compared to the biomarker performance at default parameter values are also reported.

III.. Results {#sec3}
=============

A.. Default Parameters and Biomarkers {#sec3a}
-------------------------------------

[Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates three distinct spectral intervals in which wavelet-based biomarkers had statistically significant differences $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$({\rm p}\leq 0.05)$\end{document}$ that discriminated healthy subjects from those having spinal cord injury. Each significant feature occurred within a contiguous cluster of several adjacent, statistically significant wavelet-based features, revealing an extended interval of structural difference. In order to maximize the discrimination between classes, the specific features chosen in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} had the highest effect size in the cluster. [Table II](#table2){ref-type="table"} shows the respective locations, p-values, and effect sizes of these biomarkers from the three chosen regions. Region 1 & Region 2 span spectral intervals in which prominent resonances, N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) and creatine (Cr) respectively, are clearly present. Region 3 spans a spectral interval in which the mean intensity spectrum for each class exhibits a clear distinction between the two classes but for which there is no discernible resonance to which the difference can be attributed. Fig. 3.Wavelet-based and model based biomarkers obtained for Region 1, 2, and 3 respectively, using the default processing parameter values. Regions 1 and 2 correspond to NAA and creatine resonances, respectively; Region 3 does not contain an apparent chemical resonance. Table 2Wavelet biomarker statistics obtained using the default processing parameters. \* indicates p. 0.05, \*\* indicates p \*0.01.Default Wavelet-Based Biomarkers and StatisticsRegionPPM Location\|Effect-Size\|P-Value12.021.68\*\*0.00223.021.29\*0.01333.782.20\*\*0.000

In addition to wavelet-based biomarkers, the ensemble mean of estimated model-based resonance structures obtained using the HSVD algorithm are also shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, for Regions 1 (NAA) and 2 (Cr) respectively. No apparent resonance structure is observable in Region 3, and therefore it is omitted from our analysis of model-based biomarkers. The spectral locations and statistics of the model-based biomarkers derived from the resonance structures are listed in [Table III](#table3){ref-type="table"}. From the set of model-based biomarkers obtained using the default processing parameters, only the resonance decay biomarker of creatine in Region 2 achieves statistical significance. Table 3Model-based biomarker statistics obtained using the default processing parameters. \* indicates p. 0.05, \*\* indicates p. 0.01.Default Model-Based Model-Based Bioarkers and StatisticsRegionPPM LocationFeature Type\|Effect-Size\|P-Value12.02Res. Amp0.310.522Res. Area0.50.301Res. Decay0.890.07623.02Res. Amp0.660.179Res. Area0.480.323Res. Decay1.01\*0.046

The biomarkers identified using the default processing parameters, both wavelet and model-based, serve as a reference to evaluate alternative parameter selection scenarios and their impact on the statistical significance of specific biomarkers. We investigated two such scenarios using the baseline removal and the water removal stages.

### 1.. Baseline Removal Sensitivity {#sec3a1}

The heatmaps in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} describe different strata of P-values (upper) and effect sizes (lower) observed for all values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\left(W,\alpha\right)$\end{document}$ for the wavelet-based biomarkers identified with default baseline parameter values in Regions 1, 2, and 3. In Region 1, the wavelet-based biomarker remains statistically significant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(W=121,\alpha=10)$\end{document}$, which is slightly higher than that of the default (diamond) parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(W=101,\alpha=15)$\end{document}$. The lowest effect size (circle) occurs, however, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(W=181,\alpha=5)$\end{document}$. For Region 2 and 3, significance levels vary dramatically for different values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\left(W,\alpha\right)$\end{document}$, with p-values going both below 0.01 and also exceeding 0.05. Likewise, maximum and minimum effect sizes at values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\left(W,\alpha\right)$\end{document}$ different from the default values. In Region 3, the default parameters yield the greatest significance and the largest effect sizes, but small deviations in parameter values can cause precipitous changes in both quantities. Looking across all three regions, the set of parameter values where the biomarkers are not significant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$({\rm p}>0.05)$\end{document}$ do not coincide. Fig. 4.Heatmap visualizations of wavelet-based biomarker statistics across baseline removal sensitivity trials for Regions 1, 2, and 3, corresponding to 2.02, 3.02, and 3.78 ppm respectively. The default parameter value trials are denoted with a diamond; the best and worst performing trials are denoted by an asterisk and circle respectively. (a) P-Value heatmap visualizations for wavelet biomarkers in Regions 1, 2, and 3. (b) Effect size heatmap visualizations for wavelet biomarkers in Regions 1, 2, and 3.

The presence of prominent, assigned peaks in Regions 1 and 2 made them candidates for an identical analysis using estimated model-based resonance parameters. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} presents the heatmaps of model-based biomarker statistics in Region 2 derived during baseline removal trials that exhibit meaningful results. Region 2 corresponds to the prominent creatine resonance, for which only the estimated resonance decay parameter was statistically significant using the default baseline removal parameters, as indicated by the diamond overlay at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm (W=101,\alpha=0.15)}$\end{document}$. Moreover, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that a range of parameter values can make resonance height and area estimates statistically significant. The optimal parameter values, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(W=171,\alpha=0.05)$\end{document}$, indicate that wider estimation intervals with lower estimates of noise levels may be better for assessing the amplitude and area biomarkers corresponding to the creatine resonance in Region 2. The corresponding NAA resonance parameters estimated by HSVD for Region 1 only demonstrate statistically significant differences for the resonance decay biomarker, and therefore are not shown for the sake of brevity. The parameter values that reflect the least significance do not coincide across different biomarker types, nor are they consistent between biomarkers from Regions 1 and 2. Fig. 5.Heatmap visualizations of model-based biomarker statistics across baseline removal sensitivity trials for Region, 2, corresponding to the creatine peak at approximately 3.02 ppm. The default parameter value trials are denoted with a diamond; the best and worst performing trials are denoted by an asterisk and circle respectively. (a) P-Value heatmap visualizations for model-based biomarkers (resonance height, area, and decay) in Region 2. (b) Effect size heatmap visualizations for model-based biomarkers in Region 2.

[Tables IV](#table4){ref-type="table"} and [V](#table5){ref-type="table"} summarize the key heatmap parameter values from the baseline removal trials for both wavelet-based and model-based biomarkers, respectively, including the default, best-case and worst-performing parameter values $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\left(W,\alpha\right)$\end{document}$ and effect sizes, and the percentage change from default parameter values. The amount of increase and decrease in effect size across the heatmap solution space was dramatically larger for model-based biomarkers. For both types of biomarkers, the effect size can be increased, but the optimal parameters differed for each region. In Region 3, the wavelet-based biomarker achieved the maximum effect size at the default values, which was purely coincidental, but the default values were not optimal for biomarkers in Regions 1 and 2. Table 4Wavelet Biomarler Statistics Baseline Removed Sensitivty ResultsDefaultBest Case PerformanceWorst Case PerformanceRegionPPM\|Effect-Size\|W\*\*\*alpha\|Effect-Size\|% ChangeW\|Effect-Size\|\*\*\*alpha% Change12.021.68\*\*121102.18\*\*30%18151.38-37%23.021.29\*61301.56\*\*21%19150.56-64%33.782.20\*\*101152.20\*\*0%61400.12-95% Table 5Model-based biomarker statistics for baseline removal parameter sensitivity trials. \* indicates p..05, \*\* indicates p\*0.01.Model-Based Biomarler Statistics - Baseline Removal Sensitivty ResultsDefaultBest Case PerformanceWorst Case PerformanceRegionPPMtype\|Effect-Size\|W\*\*\*alpha\|Effect-Size\|% ChangeWA\|Effect-Size\|% Change12.02Res. Amp0.31111300.88186%17150.01-96%Res. Area0.50111301.03\*105%20150.02-95%Res. Decay0.8920151.26\*39%10150.36-60%23.02Res. Amp0.6617151.47\*\*123%81100.01-99%Res.Area0.4817151.33\*178%91250.01-99%Res. Decay1.01\*151101.30\*28%12150.41-60%

For a subset of extreme values for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\left(W,\alpha\right)$\end{document}$, the desired resonances could not be consistently identified by HSVD, and therefore no biomarkers could be obtained. Consequently, these trials were omitted.

### 2.. Water Removal Sensitivity {#sec3a2}

The heatmaps in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} describe different strata of P-values (upper) and effect sizes (lower) observed for all values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\left({\rm K,Q}\right)$\end{document}$ for the wavelet-based biomarkers identified with default baseline parameter values in Regions 1, 2, & 3. In comparison to the heatmaps for baseline removal in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, there is considerably less variation in P-values and effect sizes. Similar to [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, however, the optimal parameter values for water removal are different for Regions 1, 2, & 3. [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} conveys the corresponding heatmaps for the model-based biomarkers in Region 2 and, likewise, illustrates less variability than [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Similar to baseline removal, model-based biomarkers for Region 1 remain statistically insignificant across water removal parameter values. However, as illustrated in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, the response surface for the model-based creatine resonance decay biomarker in Region 2 demonstrated a limited range of parameter values that achieve statistical significance. Fig. 6.Heatmap visualizations of wavelet-based biomarker statistics across water removal sensitivity trials for Regions 1, 2, and 3, corresponding to 2.02, 3.02, and 3.78 ppm respectively. The default parameter value trials are denoted with a diamond; the best and worst performing trials are denoted by an asterisk and circle respectively. (a) P-Value heatmap visualizations for wavelet biomarkers in Regions 1, 2, and 3. (b) Effect size heatmap visualizations for wavelet biomarkers in Regions 1, 2, and 3. Fig. 7.Heatmap visualizations of model-based biomarker statistics across water removal sensitivity trials for Region, 2, corresponding to the creatine peak at approximately 3.02 ppm. The default parameter value trials are denoted with a diamond; the best and worst performing trials are denoted by an asterisk and circle respectively. (a) P-Value heatmap visualizations for model-based biomarkers (resonance height, area, and decay) in Region 2. (b) Effect size heatmap visualizations for model-based biomarkers in Region 2.

The key heatmap values from the water removal trials are summarized in [Tables VI](#table6){ref-type="table"} and [VII](#table7){ref-type="table"} for both wavelet-based and model-based biomarkers, respectively, including the default, best-case and worst-case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\left({\bf K,Q}\right)$\end{document}$ values and effect sizes, and the percentage change from default values. Generally, the range of effect sizes is smaller than that documented in [Tables IV](#table4){ref-type="table"} and [V](#table5){ref-type="table"} for baseline removal. For wavelet-based biomarkers, the best case parameters values were identical for biomarkers in Region 1 and Region 2 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf (K=5, Q=5)}$\end{document}$, but different for Region 3 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\bf (K=9,\thinspace Q=10)}$\end{document}$, potentially indicating a dependence upon the proximity to the dominant water resonance. Table 6Wavelet biomarker statistics for water removal parameter sensitivity trials. \* indicates p. 0.05, \*\* indicates p. 0.01.Wavelet Biomarker Statistics - H2O Removal Sensitivity ResultsDefaultBest Case PerformanceWorst Case PerformanceRegionPPM\|Effect-Size\|KQ\|Effect-Size\|% ChangeKQ\|Effect-Size\|% Change12.021.68\*\*552.07\*\*23%951.65\*\*-20%23.021.29\*551.39\*\*8%1251.24\*-11%33.782.20\*\*9102.31\*\*5%9501.15\*-50% Table 7Model-based biomarker statistics for water removal parameter sensitivity trials. \* indicates p≤ 0.05, \*\* indicates p≤ 0.01.Model-Based Biomarker Statistics - H20 Removal Sensitivity ResultsDefaultBest Case PerformanceWorst Case PerformanceRegionPPMtype\|Effect-Size\|KQ\|Effect-Size\|% ChangeKQ\|Effect-Size\|% Change12.02Res. Amp0.316100.4442%1350.03-91%Res. Area0.506100.6123%1250.07-86%Res. Decay0.8915501.02\*16%1550.54-39%23.02Res. Amp0.669500.8123%5250.32-51%Res. Area0.481550.6739%5250.14-71%Res. Decay1.01\*15501.11\*10%550.65-36%

### 3.. Composite Sensitivity {#sec3a3}

[Tables VIII](#table8){ref-type="table"} and [IX](#table9){ref-type="table"} summarize the results for wavelet-based and model-based biomarkers, respectively, when parameters for both water removal and baseline removal stages were optimized concurrently. As expected, the effect sizes were greater than those reported in [Tables IV](#table4){ref-type="table"} [](#table5){ref-type="table"} [](#table6){ref-type="table"}--[VII](#table7){ref-type="table"} and the optimal parameter values differed from those derived by optimizing individual stages. [Tables VIII](#table8){ref-type="table"} and [IX](#table9){ref-type="table"} also illustrate that biomarkers in different spectral regions achieve their largest effect sizes using different sets of parameter values. Table 8Wavelet-based biomarker statistics for composite sensitivity trials. \* indicates p≤ 0.05, \*\* indicates p≤ 0.01.Wavelet Biomarker Statistics - Composite Sensitivity Trial ResultsDefaultBest Case PerformanceWorst Case PerformanceRegionPPM\|Effect-Size\|W\*\*Alpha\*\*KQ\|Effect-Size\|% ChangeW\*\*Alpha\*\*KQ\|Effect-Size\|% Change12.021.68\*\*15135552.28\*\*36%181515401.35-19%23.021.29\*6130551.75\*\*35%191515350.47-64%33.782.20\*\*811013402.31\*\*5%814015400.00-100% Table 9Model-based biomarker statistics for composite sensitivity trials. \* indicates p≤ 0.05, \*\* indicates p≤ 0.01.Model-Based Biomarker - Composite Sensitivity Trial ResultsDefaultBest Case PerformanceWorst Case PerformanceRegionPPMType\|Effect-Size\|W\*\*Alpha\*\*KQ\|Effect-Size\|% ChangeW\*\*Alpha\*\*KQ\|Effect-Size\|% Change12.02Res. Amp0.311514013551.09\*254%161105100.00-100%Res. Area0.501414013551.2\*140%18155100.00-100%Res. Decay0.8920157101.26\*42%61351350.00-100%23.02Res. Amp0.6617151050j 49\*\*126%1613014200.00-100%Res. Area0.48171510501.36\*\*184%611515150.00-100%Res.Decay1.01\*5120651.64\*\*62%81512350.00-100%

To visually assess how different sets of parameter values impact the waveforms from which the features are extracted, [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} plots the mean waveforms from Region 3 for each class using different quartets of baseline removal and water removal parameters (W, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\alpha$\end{document}$, K, Q) appearing in [Table VIII](#table8){ref-type="table"}. The waveforms derived using the best-performing parameters (81, 10, 13, 40) and default parameters (101, 15, 10, 25) show little change in the proximity of the wavelet-based biomarker, but the class difference disappears when the worst-case parameters (81, 40, 15, 40) are used. It is worth noting that the best-case and worst-case parameter values are similar, with the major difference being the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\alpha=40$\end{document}$ erodes the difference in classes, but for Regions 1 & 2, best-case effect sizes were found using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\alpha=30$\end{document}$, respectively. Fig. 8.Visualization of the mean class spectra and corresponding wavelet-based biomarker intensity for Region 3 for different sets of water removal and baseline removal parameters. These results correspond to the (a) default processing parameters, (b) best-performing processing parameters, and (c) worst performing processing parameters. Specific parameter values and effect sizes are listed in [Tables II](#table2){ref-type="table"} and [VIII](#table8){ref-type="table"}.

### 4.. Classification {#sec3a4}

[Table X](#table10){ref-type="table"} reports the probability of correct classification (PCC) rates for the comparison between healthy control subjects and subjects with spinal cord injury using wavelet-based biomarkers. PCC values are given for the biomarkers derived using default baseline removal and water removal parameters as well as those achieved using the optimized parameters in [Table VIII](#table8){ref-type="table"}. As in [@ref1], three different classifiers were used. Three methods of estimating the PCC are provided. Apparent PCC represents the PCC achieved by testing classifiers on the data used to train them and provide an upper bound on PCC rates. Leave-One-Out (LOO) Cross-Validation PCC illustrates the average classification performance when the classifiers are tested on one out-of-sample datum. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$0.632+$\end{document}$ LOO Bootstrap [@ref44] provides a more rigorous estimate of PCC by performing a bootstrap operation on each trial of the LOO operation. Table 10Classification rates for default MRS biomarkers and optimized wavelet-based biomarkers based on the parameters reported in Table 2 \' Table 8.Percent Correct Classification (PCC) RatesDefault BiomarkerOptimized Biomarker ValuesClassification MethodLinearKNN(l)SVMLinearKNN(l)SVMApparent PCC0.901.000.850.901.000.90LOO Cross-Validation PCC0.750.900.800.900.900.900.632+ LOO Bootstrap PCC0.770.860.770.870.920.88

The results in [Table X](#table10){ref-type="table"} indicate equal or greater performance for the optimized biomarkers for several of the classifiers and cross-validation techniques.

IV.. Discussion {#sec4}
===============

The main contribution of our effort is to introduce algorithmic techniques for measuring the sensitivity of MRS biomarkers that can accelerate the clinical translation of MRS biomarkers. While previous efforts have investigated sensitivity and reproducibility of measurements and individual algorithms operations, our effort is the first to focus specifically on the sensitivity of MRS biomarkers derived from a parameterized pipeline. More specifically, we have measured how varying parameters at distinct processing stages can either erode or strengthen the prospective biomarkers found in [@ref1], and that it is possible to identify parameters that maximize the ability of biomarkers to discriminate between groups.

Our approach is especially useful in clinical studies with low N like [@ref1] where important insights cannot be derived through simple significance testing. By interrogating the results in [@ref1], [Figs. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} demonstrated that the biomarkers in [@ref1] were more sensitive to baseline removal than water removal and also that the biomarkers in the three regions showed different levels of stability to baseline removal. As shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the biomarker in Region 1 did not vary in significance or effect size to baseline removal, but biomarkers in Region 2 and 3 did. [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [Table VIII](#table8){ref-type="table"} illustrate how an extended interval of structural difference containing a prospective biomarker can be completely eroded. Insights such as these could provide important hypotheses for future experiments about the stability of prospective biomarkers as well as the design of novel algorithms that maximize the strength of specific biomarkers.

Our effort to establish novel metrics for MRS algorithms can also enable equitable comparisons between algorithms and unambiguously identify gaps and requirements for new algorithms. This is especially true for emerging technologies, such as MRS, where there is no consensus on standardized methods for clinical acquisition, post-processing, and analysis.

As discussed in [@ref1], the mechanisms of pain and spinal cord injury, along with the broader range of neurological disorders, remain poorly understood. The need to identify the underlying pathophysiology as well as targets for drug discovery requires a robust understanding of results from clinical experiments. The results documented in [@ref1] both confirmed existing hypotheses but also generated new ones.

The current sensitivity analyses are especially clinically relevant given the importance of NAA and Cr in diagnosis. NAA is a metabolite that is produced within the axons and transported down the axons such that the relative concentration of this metabolite is proportional to the number of functioning brain cells within the region of interest measured by MRS [@ref46]. In the context of SCI, changes in NAA are clinically significant as it demonstrates that injury downstream of the brain can have cerebral effects whether it be to chronic pain or deafferation [@ref1]. The improved sensitivity provided by this study further supports this finding and more importantly demonstrates that post-processing methods can be optimized to better characterize this important metabolite. This has significant ramifications across a broad range of diseases that affect the CNS as neurodegenerative disorders (such as Alzheimer\'s dementia), psychiatric disorders, and traumatic brain injury have all shown changes in NAA.

Similarly, the improved sensitivity of region 2, which contains the resonances of Cr as also clinically important as Cr is not only reflective of brain energetics [@ref47] but it is also used for spectral normalization based on the assumption that Cr levels are relatively stable. This assumption has been challenged across a number of diseases, most notably in brain injury where Cr has recently been shown to be decreased [@ref48].

Region 3 contains the important neurotransmitter related metabolites of glutamate and glutamine (collectively described as Glx). Given that pain is frequently observed with glutaminergic processes, the ability to improve the characterization of this spectral region is important. Particularly as several metabolites co-resonate within this region, increased spectral sensitivity would improve the diagnostic specificity of the spectral measures.

Beyond the specific improvements cited in this particular study, the overall paradigm of the optimization of post-processing methods for improved biomarker sensitivity has implications across many other diseases. For example, the ability to select specific algorithm parameters that highlight activity in associated intervals of the MRS spectrum can be advantageous. Future studies can benefit from directly including the selection of optimal algorithm parameters as part of the experimental plan. Furthermore, the improvement in sensitivity will allow for studies in diseases with more subtle changes thereby extending the use of MRS into diseases that conventional post-processing methods would not have provided diagnostic results.

Our results are limited by the fact that the data we analyzed does not control all variables that might contribute to a tightly controlled and calibrated demonstration of system sensitivity. However, appropriate measures were taken to ensure uniformity in the data collection process across the entire cohort of subjects, as described in [@ref1]. The data set was analyzed retrospectively and is representative of appropriately matched cohorts collected for the discovery of biomarkers where no a priori information about the disease state informs which chemicals or spectral intervals are more relevant than others. Future efforts might augment the current approach by employing cohorts where the expected differences are well understood and parameter trades can ascertain how well the differences can be revealed.
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